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In order to examine the ability of low-order physical models of vertical axis wind turbines to accurately reproduce key flow characteristics, experimental data are presented for the mean flow patterns and turbulence spectra associated with pairs of rotating turbines, rotating solid cylinders, and stationary porous flat plates (of both uniform and non-uniform porosities). The experiments were conducted at a nominal model-diameter Reynolds number of 600 and rotation tip speed ratios between 0 and 6. By comparing the induced flow fields of the different models both qualitatively and quantitatively, it was concluded that the two dimensional horizontal mean flow fields induced by the porous flat plates were quantitatively similar to those induced by slowly rotating turbine models. However, over the range of the experimental parameters examined, the porous flat plates were unable to produce vertical flows similar to those associated with the slowly rotating turbine models. Conversely, the moderately rotating cylinders induced three dimensional mean flow fields quantitatively similar to those induced by rapidly rotating turbine models. These findings have implications for both laboratory experiments and numerical simulations, which have previously used analogous low order models in order to reduce experimental/computational costs. Specifically, over the range of parameters examined, the comparison between induced flow fields of the different model fidelities allows identification of the lowest cost model for which the specific goals of a study can be obtained, to within the desired accuracy. And if a lower fidelity model is used, it is possible to incorporate into the analysis of the collected data an understanding of how the results would be expected to vary from a higher fidelity case. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4976983]

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT) arrays have attracted significant attention as a potentially valuable and versatile approach to wind energy extraction.1–8 Of particular interest has been the spatial and rotational configuration of the turbines in these arrays, which determines the nature of the interaction between the turbines and thus the overall power output of the array.

Field experiments1,4,5 provide the most direct method for testing different array configurations but have the disadvantage of typically involving only small numbers of turbines and being expensive and time-consuming to conduct, thus limiting the number of configurations which can be tested. Furthermore, measurements beyond the power output of the array or single point velocity measurements are difficult to obtain, which inhibits our ability to understand the underlying dynamic interactions among the turbines.
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Numerical simulations alleviate many of these difficulties, providing a controlled set of conditions under which to test a given array and the ability to collect 3 velocity component, high-resolution, high-frequency flow measurements throughout the entire simulation domain. The tradeoff is the computational time and cost, which to date have restricted large-array simulations to either 2D Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (URANS) simulations\textsuperscript{3,9} or 3D Large Eddy Simulations (LESs).\textsuperscript{2,10} Although the 2D simulations have typically modeled the turbine geometry to high fidelity, they require an underlying assumption that the horizontal plane interactions between turbines in the array are sufficient to understand the performance of the arrays, without any contribution or influence from interactions with the freestream flow above the array or the bottom boundary layer. This assumption is called into question by the results of both field work\textsuperscript{4,5} and laboratory experimental work\textsuperscript{7,8} which indicate the importance of the three-dimensional interactions, particularly through the top of the array. Underlying the 3D LES simulations are assumptions concerning the modeling of the turbine: as an actuator line model (or immersed boundary model), an actuator swept surface model, or an actuator “disk” (flat plate) model. Some LES work has been done validating the LES immersed boundary model against laboratory experiments for a single VAWT\textsuperscript{11,12} and some direct numerical simulation (DNS) work has been conducted to elucidate the impact of selecting one LES model over the other, again in the case of a single VAWT.\textsuperscript{13,14} In particular, an actuator line model, in which each blade was represented by a moving line of point forces, has been compared to an actuator swept-surface model, in which the time-averaged forcing of the blades was distributed over the cylindrical surface swept out by the blades.\textsuperscript{14} It was shown that the actuator line model was better able to capture the unsteady nature of the wake and, in particular, showed faster wake recovery as a result of better modeling of the wake turbulence intensity. However, the actuator swept-surface model captured mean flow characteristics and was the lower-computational cost model. An even lower computation cost model is the actuator disk model, which represents the drag force exerted by a turbine (horizontal or vertical axis) on the flow in the streamwise direction over the projected frontal area of the turbine. Although the distribution of the drag forcing over the disk may be non-uniform in order to introduce downstream asymmetries in the wake, in general any rotationally induced flow behaviors cannot be represented.\textsuperscript{15–19}

Laboratory experiments also alleviate some of the difficulties associated with field experiments. Similar to the numerical studies, they provide a controlled test environment, relatively easy reconfiguration of the arrays, and reasonable spatial coverage of (at least) 2 velocity component flow measurements. In the laboratory experiments reported to date,\textsuperscript{7,8} however, multiple simplifications to the physical array were required in order to test the large arrays desired. These simplifications included reduced Reynolds number, externally driven elements (at a constant rotation rate throughout the array), and modeling the turbines as cylinders. A full discussion of the implications of the simplifications was given in the supplementary materials of Craig \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{7} from which it was concluded that while there were some strong similarities between the examined rotating cylinder arrays and VAWTs, additional work needed to be undertaken to further characterize similarities and differences. One key question identified was to what extent the increase in solidity of the array elements from the bladed turbine to a solid cylinder would influence the flow kinematics.

The present work seeks to examine this open question by experimentally comparing the 3D flow patterns around pairs of either scaled VAWT models or solid cylinders (hereafter collectively referred to as “elements”). The implications of this study, however, are not limited to further understanding the level of analogy between the previously reported experiments and a physical VAWT array. Because the experimental modeling of turbines as solid cylinders corresponds closely to numerical modeling of the turbines as actuator swept surfaces, this study is also helpful in understanding how useful numerical studies are in characterizing the quality of the analogy. Taking this application of the present work a step further, pairs of mesh plates with the same projected frontal area as the turbines were also tested as the physical analog of the actuator disk models from numerical simulations.\textsuperscript{15–19}

The goal of the present work is therefore to characterize the similarities and differences in the mean and turbulent flow patterns induced by elements of different geometries (turbine,
cylinder, and porous flat plate) operating over a range of rotation rates (where appropriate). This characterization is intended to be used as a framework, allowing the viability of low-order VAWT models to be evaluated for a given study, taking into consideration both the operating conditions of the VAWT array to be modeled and the intended purpose of the study.

The remainder of this work will be organized as follows: Section II will give a description of the experimental setup. Section III will present the results, focusing first in Section III A on the time averaged flow patterns and integral mean momentum fluxes associated with the cylinder, turbine, and mesh elements and in Section III B on the wake turbulence spectra of the cylinder and turbine models. Section IV discusses these results and the implications for experimental and numerical modeling of VAWTs.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Notation

The non-dimensional rotation rate is defined to be $\alpha = D \Omega / 2 u_0$, where $D$ is the element diameter, $\Omega$ is the rotational speed of the element, and $u_0$ is the freestream velocity. The pertinent Reynolds number is defined by the element diameter and freestream velocity, that is $Re = u_0 D / \nu$, where $\nu$ is the kinematic viscosity of the working fluid.

B. Facilities

Experiments were conducted in the recirculating water flume of the Bob and Norma Street Environmental Fluid Mechanics Laboratory at Stanford University. The coordinate system used in this work took the positive $x$ direction to be aligned with the freestream flow and the $z$ direction to be vertically upwards, leaving the $y$ direction aligned transversely across the flume. As shown in Figure 1(a), the coordinate system origin was taken to be between the two elements in the pair (i.e., along the transverse centerline of the elements and at the line of transverse symmetry) and at the bottom of the elements.

Two-dimensional particle image velocimetry (PIV) was used to collect data in both vertical ($x-z$) planes and horizontal ($x-y$) planes, as shown in Figure 1(b). The horizontal data were collected at $z = 4.0D, 5.4D,$ and $7.5D$. The vertical sheet data were collected at $y = 0.0D, -1.0D,$

![FIG. 1. Schematics of experimental configurations and parameters. (a) Turbine models shown with origin and orientation of coordinate system and rotational sense of the elements. (b) Cylinder models shown with locations of vertical and horizontal PIV data sheets (note: sketch does not represent the full field of view for each sheet). (c) Mesh models shown with dimensions of elements and center-to-center spacing of elements.](image-url)
The majority of the vertical sheet data at \( y = 0.0D \) and \( y = -1.0D \) and the data on the mesh elements were collected in a separate setup of the experiment than the vertical sheet data at \( y = -2.0D \) and \( y = -3.0D \) and all horizontal sheet data for the cylinder and turbine elements. The two installments had different freestream velocities: \( 4.70 \pm 0.02 \text{ cm/s} \) and \( 5.00 \pm 0.02 \text{ cm/s} \), resulting in Reynolds numbers of \( 597 \pm 3 \) and \( 635 \pm 3 \), respectively. All reported velocities are normalized by the (appropriate) freestream velocity, \( u_0 \). The variation in the (appropriately normalized) mean flows between analogous data sets collected in the two installments was, with minor exceptions, within experimental uncertainties, indicating that the variation in flows caused by the difference in \( Re \) was minor or negligible.

It is noted that the present set of experiments was conducted at Reynolds numbers several orders of magnitude lower than that of most commercial wind turbines (\( Re \sim O(10^2) \) versus \( Re \sim O(10^5-10^6) \)). Given the similar nature of turbulent flows, however, it is argued that if the flow was fully turbulent through both ranges of \( Re \), the (lower order) flow statistics should be considered to be similar between the experiments and the physical array.\(^{20}\) In order to determine if the flow was turbulent, vertical sheets of data were taken with elements removed (i.e., the empty flume boundary layer). Averaging over the full streamwise width of the measurement volume, the momentum thickness Reynolds number

\[
Re_h = \frac{h}{u_0} \frac{u_0}{C_{23}}
\]

was computed to be 306. It has previously been argued that this momentum thickness Reynolds number is sufficient to establish a turbulent boundary layer, albeit the turbulence may be “sustained” rather than “fully developed.”\(^{21}\)

More directly, the data were compared to the classical multi-layer law of the wall model for turbulent boundary layer flows over smooth walls (details provided in supplementary materials.) Although comparison is made to the smooth wall boundary layer, it is noted that the present flow was perturbed from this classical case by the sparse roughness of the element mounting point protrusions (roughness Reynolds number of 26, not much greater than for a smooth plate) and holes associated with the top plate of the experimental setup. Therefore exact agreement would not be expected. For the present discussion, it is most important to note that the data showed agreement with the log region model over \( z^+ \in [30, 150] \), given an appropriately matched \( u_* \) (friction velocity), as shown in Figure 2. This may be taken as indication that the flow was fully turbulent.\(^{21}\) It is noted that at higher values of \( z^+ \), the present flow field showed the opposite deviation from the log law than the classically observed wake;\(^{22,23}\) this feature of the flow is believed to be associated with the specific design of the downstream weir in the flume.

As a final point of comparison, for the same basic experimental setup and similar flume flow speed, but with a large array of cylinder elements, data was collected over a range of Reynolds numbers: \( Re = 600, 1200, \) and \( 2400.\)\(^{7}\) Comparing the data taken at the leading edge of the array (for various element rotation rates) the mean vertical, streamwise, and Reynolds

![FIG. 2. Comparison of data to law of the wall model. The open circles indicate the data, the dotted line indicates the viscous sublayer model, the solid line indicates the log layer model, and the vertical dashed-dotted line indicates the height of the elements.](image)
stress flow profiles were similar across Reynolds numbers, as shown in Figure 3. Again, this may be taken as indication that all three Reynolds numbers were within a similar turbulent flow regime.

C. Models

All elements were 12.7 mm in diameter (or width in the case of the meshes) \( (D) \) and the overall height of each element was 101.6 mm \( (8D) \), as shown in Figure 1(c). Pairs of elements had a transverse center-to-center spacing of 25.4 mm \( (2D) \).

The turbine elements (shown in Figure 4) were composed of two parts: a rotor formed by additive manufacturing which was mounted on a solid cylinder tower (both of diameter 12.7 mm). The height-diameter aspect ratio of the rotor was selected to equal that of the Windspire turbine 5.08; therefore the height of the rotor was 64.6 mm and the height of the cylinder tower was 37.0 mm. The model had three NACA 0018 blades of chord length \( (c) \) equal to 1/3 of the diameter (4.23 mm). This resulted in a turbine solidity \( (\sigma = \frac{n}{D}, \text{where } n \text{ is the number of blades}) \) of 0.32. One turbine was manufactured with the blades oriented for clockwise rotation (when viewed from above) and one turbine was manufactured with the blades oriented for counter clockwise rotation (also when viewed from above).

The porous plate elements were constructed of a stainless steel mesh with an overall solidity of 0.39 (i.e., 61% porosity, \( 12 \times 12 \) mesh with wire diameter of 0.46 mm and opening size of 1.7 mm). By layering the mesh with shifts between the meshes of the layers, different solidities and solidity gradations could be achieved. For example, if two layers were closely aligned the solidity remained roughly 0.39, whereas if the openings of two layers were shifted 50% vertically and 50% horizontally with respect to each other, the resulting solidity was roughly 0.70. This is illustrated in Figure 5, which features sketches of the models and estimates of the
average solidities. Two duplicates of each model were fabricated and placed in the side-by-side configuration of the cylinder and turbine pairs, as shown in Figure 1. The model configurations and measurement planes are given in Table 1.

D. Element rotation

The rotation of the elements in the work reported here was such that the inner edges of the pair moved downstream as shown in Figure 1(a). The opposite rotational sense, in which the
inner edges of the pair moved upstream, was also examined, but for the sake of brevity and since the same conclusions may be drawn from both sets of data, the data and analysis associated with that rotational configuration are not reported here.

Element rotation was accomplished by creating chains of spur gears, sandwiched in place between a bottom and top plate, as shown in Figure 6. (A more complete description may be found in Craig et al.) Two of the spur gears were fitted with shafts that protruded through the top plate and provided a mounting point for the elements above the top plate. The cylinder and turbine elements could be screwed onto these protruding shafts, while mounting clay was used to affix the meshes to these points.

Offset roughly 0.2 m transversely and 0.6 m downstream of the element pair, the last spur gear in the chain was fitted with a very long shaft which also protruded through the top plate and was connected to a DC motor above the array. The voltage supplied to the motor controlled

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mesh/test reference</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Data planes collected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mesh 1</td>
<td>Aligned perpendicular to flow</td>
<td>Horizontal, vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh 2a</td>
<td>Aligned perpendicular to flow</td>
<td>Horizontal, vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh 2b</td>
<td>Angled inward</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh 2c</td>
<td>Angled outward</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh 3a</td>
<td>Denser mesh at inner edges of pair</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh 3b</td>
<td>Denser mesh at outer edges of pair</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh 4</td>
<td>Aligned perpendicular to flow</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh 5</td>
<td>Aligned perpendicular to flow</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 6. Left panel: schematic of gear chain and element mounting scheme. Right panel: setup within flume; in this case only one motor and one section of the array were used, as opposed to the full array setup pictured. Adapted from Refs. 7 and 8.
the rotation rate of the gear chain and therefore of the elements. Data was collected with the cylindrical elements driven to (nominal) tip speed ratios of $a = [0, 2, 4]$ and the turbine elements driven to (nominal) tip speed ratios of $a = [0, 1, 2, 4, 6]$. The achieved tip speed ratios were $[0.99 \pm 0.08, 1.99 \pm 0.11, 3.99 \pm 0.18, 6.00 \pm 0.26]$ for the first experimental installment and $[0.93 \pm 0.08, 1.88 \pm 0.10, 3.75 \pm 0.16, 5.64 \pm 0.24]$ for the second experimental installment. For convenience, all cases will be referred to by the nominal values.

As the spur gear sandwich had a finite thickness, additional raised plates were used to fill the flume in front, in back, and to the sides of the setup so that a consistent offset bottom was formed, as shown in Figure 6. The most upstream plate was angled so as to provide a ramp up to the offset bottom and also provide a trip for the boundary layer.

### III. RESULTS

#### A. Induced mean velocities

In order to qualitatively understand the mean flows induced by the different element geometries, contour plots of $\overline{u}$, $\overline{v}$ in the $z = 5.4D$ measurement plane and of $\overline{u}$, $\overline{w}$ in the $y = -1D$ measurement plane are compared in Figures 7 and 9, respectively. In the horizontal plane data, please note that only half of the measurement field is shown in order to simplify the data presentation: across the centerline $y = 0D$, $\overline{u}$ was effectively symmetric while $\overline{v}$ was effectively anti-symmetric. In the figures, the horizontal data for Mesh 1 and Mesh 2a are omitted for brevity, as these meshes exhibited symmetric wakes which were less comparable to the wakes induced by the higher fidelity turbine models.

In the horizontal plane, the mean flow patterns in streamwise velocity (Figure 7(a)) around the turbine models (middle column) showed three defining features: a region of significantly accelerated flow between the turbines (a); a decelerated flow wake region (b); and, for the higher rotation rates, a region of reversed flow near the upstream moving edge of the turbine (c). Comparing the turbines across rotation rate, with increasing $a$ the wakes appear to have recovered more rapidly in the streamwise direction and are also increasingly angled away from the centerline with downstream distance. The three characteristic flow features were reproduced by the cylinder geometry, with some notable differences. The mesh geometries were able to reproduce the wake region (b) and Mesh 2c was even able to form a recirculation region (c). As the behavior of the turbines appears to have followed a progression over $a$, it is noted that the flow patterns associated with the meshes tended to resemble the lower $a$ turbine flow patterns while the flow patterns associated with the cylinders tended to resemble the higher $a$ turbine flow patterns.

The mean flow patterns as shown by the transverse velocity fields (Figure 7(b)) around the turbine models (middle column) showed five distinguishing features: convergent flow (across the centerline) upstream over some capture region between the turbines (d), divergent flow (across the centerline) around the upstream outer edges of the turbine pair (e), and a strong divergent flow concentrated on the trailing edge of the turbine (f), but extending into the downstream region (g), with the exception of a region pulling flow into the wake (h). Comparing the turbines across rotation rate, with increasing $a$ region (h) tended to spatially shift upstream so that it was closer to the turbine and also became spatially smaller. The cylinder at $a = 2$ showed agreement with these key flow features, especially those associated with the higher $a$. The cylinder at $a = 4$ largely produced the same flow patterns, but there was no wake pull-in region (h). The lack of a pull-in region h in this case may be due to a shift in the underlying wake vortex shedding behavior, which will be discussed in the quantitative context of Section III B.

However, here it is noted that there is also some qualitative suggestion of a different wake behavior in the corresponding streamwise flow, shown in Figure 7(a). Here it is seen that the streamwise flow magnitude along a line connecting the outer edge of the cylinder pair to the far downstream wake is not monotonically growing; there is a local maximum of streamwise flow magnitude between the flow reversal region and the far downstream wake region, which is not seen in any other case. The meshes appear to have successfully captured the convergence and divergence ((d) and (e), respectively) upstream of the element and also showed the wake.
pull-in zone (h), albeit very far downstream from the element, thus bearing the most similarity to the slowest rotating turbines. The meshes also captured the far downstream divergence (g), but lacked the near-element divergence (f). This latter result is not surprising as the near-wake divergence is likely directly associated with the rotation of the element, which is absent in the case of the stationary meshes.

In order to compare the different models in a more quantitative way, the integral streamwise and transverse mean momentum fluxes \( J_x = \frac{1}{2} \rho \langle u \cdot n \rangle u \, dA \) and \( J_y = \frac{1}{2} \rho \langle u \cdot n \rangle v \, dA \), respectively were computed through the rectangular control surfaces shown by the dashed lines in Figure 7 and compared across the different element geometries and rotation rates. The extent of the control volume was chosen to be the maximum possible such that the same control volume could be considered across all cases. It would be of interest in future work to evaluate the

FIG. 7. Time averaged (a) \( \bar{u} \) and (b) \( \bar{v} \) in the horizontal measurement plane at \( z = 5.4D \). The shown cylinder and turbine elements are counter-clockwise rotating (as viewed from above.) The thin dash-dot line indicates the region for which no data was available due to laser shadowing or element blockage. The dashed rectangle indicates the boundaries of the integral mean momentum flux control surface. Annotated features: a, accelerated streamwise flow between elements; b, reduced streamwise flow (wake) behind elements; c, reversed streamwise flow behind/to outer edge of elements; d, upstream transverse convergent flow between paired elements; e, upstream transverse divergent flow around paired elements; f, transverse divergent flow in near wake; g, transverse divergent flow in far wake; and h, transverse pull-in flow to wake.
relative spatial decay rates of the mean flows induced by the different models, by considering multiple control volumes encompassing increasingly large spatial regions. In order to parameterize the geometry/rotation rate of a given test configuration, the dynamic solidity of the elements ($\sigma_D$) as defined by Araya et al.\textsuperscript{24} is adopted

$$\sigma_D = 1 - \frac{1}{2\pi\alpha}$$

where $\sigma$ represents the geometric solidity of the element and again, $\alpha$ is the non-dimensional rotation rate of the element ($\alpha = D\Omega/2u_0$, where $D$ is the element diameter, $\Omega$ is the rotational speed of the element, and $u_0$ is the freestream velocity). It is noted that the definition of dynamic solidity was developed in the context of rotating turbines and stationary cylinders. The physical meaning of the expression for a rotating cylinder is not necessarily clear, as with any non-infinite rotation rate the dynamic solidity is lower than the geometric solidity of 1. Nevertheless, this parameterization provides a useful starting point in quantifying the different regimes of qualitatively observed behaviors.

As shown in Figure 8, $J_x$ as induced by meshes 3b, 2b, and 2c ($\sigma_D = [0.55, 0.70, 0.70]$, respectively) were within the range of $J_x$ as induced by slower rotating turbines ($\alpha = [1, 2]$, $\sigma_D = [0.5, 0.75]$). Furthermore, $J_y$ as induced by meshes 3a and 3b ($\sigma_D = 0.55$) were also within the range of $J_y$ as induced by meshes 3b, 2b, and 2c ($\sigma_D = [0.55, 0.70, 0.70]$).

FIG. 8. (a) Streamwise and (b) transverse momentum fluxes through control volumes shown as dashed rectangles in Fig. 7. □ indicates a mesh element, △ indicates a turbine element, and ○ indicates a cylinder element. Greyscale indicates rotation rate, with white being stationary and black being $\alpha = 6$. Annotation is used to distinguish the different meshes. Error bars indicate the bootstrapped 95% confidence interval summed with the propagated experimental uncertainties. The lines simply connect the data points for each element type and do not represent a fitting to the data.
$J_y$ induced by the slower rotating turbines. Therefore, mesh 3 may be considered to induce mean flows representative of those induced by turbines operating within the range $\sigma_D \in [0.5, 0.75]$. Similarly, $J_x$ and $J_y$ as induced by the moderately rotating cylinders ($\alpha = 2, \sigma_D = 0.92$) fell into the range of $J_x$ and $J_y$ as induced by the rapidly rotating turbines ($\alpha = [4, 6], \sigma_D = [0.88, 0.92]$). Therefore, a moderately rotating cylinder may be considered to induce mean flows representative of those induced by rapidly rotating turbines. It is also noted that $J_x$ and $J_y$ followed the trend of increasing with increasing dynamic solidity, for both the turbine and cylinder geometries.

In the vertical plane passing through an element, the mean streamwise velocity (Figure 9(a)) associated with the turbines showed four characteristic features: at sufficiently high $\alpha$ there was a region of accelerated flow just above the end of the element (A) which increases in strength/magnitude with increasing $\alpha$; there was a wake region, including some regions of upstream flow, primarily over the vertical region behind the turbine rotor (B); at sufficiently high $\alpha$ the wake region (B) was reduced in streamwise extent and was accompanied by a region of reduced flow which appears to originate near the top trailing edge of the turbine and which extends downwards with increasing streamwise distance (C); and finally, originating near the bottom trailing edge of the turbine and extending upwards with increasing streamwise distance, there was a region of upstream flow (D). The cylinder elements most closely reproduced the flow fields associated with the faster rotating turbines, clearly showing regions (A), (C), and (D) but showing only marginal wake regions (B). Referring back to the streamwise flows as measured in the horizontal planes, this corresponds to the stronger wake suppression behaviors associated with the cylinder elements in comparison to the turbine elements. In contrast, the meshes most closely resembled the slower rotating turbines, primarily showing regions (A), (B), and (D), but largely failing to reproduce region (C). Based on the full complement of data, the authors speculate that flow region (C) is associated in the case of the rotating elements with induced vortical structures, similar in nature to those detailed by Sumner\textsuperscript{25} for stationary cylinder elements. However, as the data set collected was not well suited to elucidating the turbulence
structures of the flow, this remains simply a speculation and the underlying physical mechanisms explaining the presence of region (C) for the turbine and cylinder models and the lack of a clear region (C) for the mesh models is left open for future research.

Finally, the mean vertical flows (Figure 9(b)) associated with the turbines showed four basic flow regions: a region of positive flow over the top leading edge of the element (E); a region of negative flow behind the top trailing edge of the element (F); and two regions of positive flow near the bottom boundary—one very close to trailing edge of the element (G) and one further downstream (H). Comparing the turbines across rotation rate, with increasing rotation rate, the strengths of regions (E), (F), and (G) all increased while region (F) angled more sharply downward over streamwise distance and region (G) angled more sharply upward over streamwise distance. The cylinders very closely reproduced the same flow regions, especially in comparison with the higher rotation rates. The meshes reproduced regions (E), (G), and (H), but it was not clear that they reproduced the downward flow (F) behind the cylinder. There were regions spatially further downstream which might be considered analogous but have not been considered so here, as they were not clearly associated with the top trailing edges of the elements. Again, determining the precise physical mechanisms for this difference remains open to future work.

Figure 10 presents the more quantitative metric of integral streamwise and vertical mean momentum fluxes ($J_x = \frac{1}{2} \rho \mu (\bar{u} \cdot \bar{n}) \bar{u} dA$ and $J_z = \frac{1}{2} \rho \mu (\bar{u} \cdot \bar{n}) \bar{w} dA$, respectively), in this case...
through control surfaces defined by the full fields of view shown in Figure 9. From these figures, it can be concluded that the meshes ($\sigma_D=[0.39, 0.43, 0.66, 0.70]$) did not induce the same $J_x$ and $J_z$ as the slowest rotating turbines ($x=[1, 2], \sigma_D=[0.5, 0.75]$), despite having overlapping ranges of $\sigma_D$. However, considering the rotating cylinders ($x=[2, 4], \sigma_D=[0.92, 0.96]$) and the faster rotating turbines ($x=[4, 6], \sigma_D=[0.88, 0.92]$), it can be seen that the range of $J_x$ defined by the cylinders encompasses the $J_x$ as induced by the cylinders, while the range of $J_z$ defined by the cylinders encompasses the $J_z$ induced by the turbines. Therefore, it is suggested that a cylinder rotating at an appropriate $x$ (between $x=2$ and $4$) would induce similar mean flow behaviors to those induced by a rotating turbine operating in the range $\sigma_D \in [0.88, 0.92]$. Furthermore, across these cases, both turbine and cylinder geometries show a trend of decreasing $J_s$ with increasing dynamic solidity and a trend of increasing $J_z$ magnitude with increasing dynamic solidity.

In examining the complete complement of data for the cylinder and turbine geometries, the conclusions drawn from the representative data sample shown here continue to hold true: the key mean flow regions induced by the rotating turbines were also induced by the rotating cylinders, with the greatest similarities in magnitudes and spatial locations observed between moderately or rapidly rotating turbines and moderately rotating cylinders. The largest exception to this qualitative similarity was the inability of the cylinder geometry to capture certain mean velocity flow features associated with the turbine vertical structure, most notably the rotor/tower junction. Given the origin of the dissimilarity, however, these qualitative differences in mean flow patterns were largely restricted either to the very near-field of the elements or to heights lower than around the mid-height of the elements. The flow features observed for the turbines at horizontal distances important for element-element interactions and near the top edges of the elements were for the most part also observed for the cylinders.

B. Wake turbulence spectra

In addition to comparing the time-averaged flows induced by the different geometric models, it is also of interest to consider to what extent the turbulence characteristics are or are not captured. To examine this, the point-wise temporal spectra of $u', v'$ were computed from the 6 Hz and 15 Hz data at each point in small regions of interest ($0.2D$ in the streamwise direction and $1D$ in the transverse direction) which were selected to lie in the highest turbulence intensity regions behind each turbine at streamwise positions of $x=[1, 3, 5, 7]D$. The point-wise spectra were taken and averaged over the small regions using an adaptation of Welch’s method with 50% overlapping Hanning windows of length 128. Details of the analysis may be found in supplementary materials; here it is simply reiterated that the resolution of the frequency measurement for the 6 Hz data was 0.2 Hz. A representative example of the resulting $v'$ spectra is given in Figure 11; note that variations in the individual elements led to some variations in the identifiable spectral peaks in each wake. Peak frequencies for each of streamwise position of interest for each case for the elements located at $(x, y)=(0, 1)$ are given in Table II and similar values/trends are observed for the elements located at $(x, y)=(0, 1)$.

There were several physical sources of (turbulent) frequencies which may be identified in the system: rotation/harmonics, bluff-body shedding, rotating-bluff-body shedding, suppression of vortex shedding, and blade-driven dynamics. For convenience, the turbulent frequencies induced by these sources will be referred to as the different “modes” of the system. These modes may be turbulent in some or all cases.

Immediately downstream of the rotating elements, the flow is believed to be dominated by turbulence associated with the eccentric rotation of the elements. Table III shows the frequency harmonics associated with the element rotation rates and the associated blade passing frequencies. These rotation-induced harmonics are indicated by normal weight, italic font in Table II.

Prior literature on single and paired cylinders has shown a progression in shedding behavior with rotation rate: a stationary cylinder will shed as a stationary bluff body; at low rotation rates, there is an increase in the shedding frequency to that of a rotating bluff body; and at higher rotation rates, there is suppression of vortex shedding. In the case of the single
cylinders, it has been shown that for even further increased rotation rates there is redevelopment of shedding at a very low frequency (referred to as a “second instability” in reference to the progression of increasing through space).

These behaviors were all observed in the present data set: the stationary cylinders (in the paired configuration) exhibited a stationary-bluff body shedding frequency of $f = 0.5 \text{ Hz}$ (equal to a Strouhal number of 0.13, indicated by bold weight, upright font in Table II). The cylinders at $\alpha = 2$ exhibited an increased, rotating-bluff body shedding frequency of $f = 0.8 \text{ Hz}$ (indicated by bold weight, italicized font in Table II). The cylinders at $\alpha = 4$ exhibited vortex shedding suppression in the near field (dashes in Table II), but in the far downstream there was the appearance of a low-frequency mode $f = 0.4 \text{ Hz}$, which may have been associated with the second instability (indicated by normal weight, upright font in Table II).

---

**TABLE II.** Frequencies of peaks in the spatially-averaged power spectral densities of $v'$. All values are in dimensions of Hz and the uncertainty associated with each value is $\pm 0.02 \text{ Hz}$ for frequencies lower than 3 Hz and $\pm 0.06 \text{ Hz}$ for frequencies higher than 3 Hz. Column headers refer to the streamwise position. Values in normal weight, italic font indicate association with rotational frequency modes. Values in bold face, upright font indicate association with stationary bluff-body shedding. Values shown in bold face, italic font indicate association with rotating bluff-body shedding. Values shown in normal weight, upright font indicate a second onset of instability in the wake. Physical drivers for the frequency followed by a “(?)” are not at present proposed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$1D$</th>
<th>$3D$</th>
<th>$5D$</th>
<th>$7D$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turbines</td>
<td>$1$</td>
<td>$1.2, 2.4, 3.5, 4.7$</td>
<td>$0.6, 1.2, 2.4$</td>
<td>$0.6, 1.2$</td>
<td>$0.6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2$</td>
<td>$2.4, 4.8$</td>
<td>$0.9, 2.4$</td>
<td>$0.9$</td>
<td>$0.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$4$</td>
<td>$2.6, 4.7, 5.7$</td>
<td>$0.5(?)$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$6$</td>
<td>$1.1$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinders</td>
<td>$0$</td>
<td>$0.5$</td>
<td>$0.5$</td>
<td>$0.5$</td>
<td>$0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2$</td>
<td>$0.7, 2.4, 4.9$</td>
<td>$0.8$</td>
<td>$0.8$</td>
<td>$0.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$4$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III.** Association between frequencies in Hz, rotation rates, and blade passing frequencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Harmonic</th>
<th>Rotation rate</th>
<th>Blade passing frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>$\alpha = 1$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>Second</td>
<td>$\alpha = 2$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>Third</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$\alpha = 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>$\alpha = 4$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.02</td>
<td>Sixth</td>
<td>$\alpha = 6$</td>
<td>$\alpha = 2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Prior literature on single rotating turbines has shown that the far wake of a rotating turbine has the same bluff-body shedding frequency as a stationary cylinder. In the present data set, this result is also observed: the downstream turbulence behaviors of the turbines at \( \alpha = 1 \) was dominated by shedding at \( f = 0.6 \text{ Hz} \) (indicated by bold weight, upright font in Table II). While this was higher than the shedding frequency observed for the paired stationary cylinders, it was in agreement with the shedding frequency found for an isolated stationary cylinder: \( f = 0.6 \text{ Hz} \). This suggests that while proximity-effects may alter the shedding frequency of stationary paired cylinders, slowly rotating paired turbines do not appear to be strongly effected by proximity, but effectively interact with the flow as isolated stationary bluff bodies.

The present data set further suggests an extension to the prior literature on rotating turbines: at higher rotation rates, the rotating turbines showed the same turbulence modes as rotating cylinders. In the far wake regions, the turbines at \( \alpha = 2 \) exhibited an increased shedding frequency over the \( \alpha = 1 \) value (\( f = 0.9 \text{ Hz} \), indicated by bold weight, italicized font in Table II) and which comes close to the rotating bluff body shedding mode of the cylinders at \( \alpha = 2 \). At the further increased rotation rates of \( \alpha = 4 \) and 6, the turbines exhibited shedding suppression in the near downstream (dashes in Table II).

To summarize, the turbines and cylinders appear to show roughly the same progression through downstream turbulence modes with increasing \( \alpha \): stationary bluff body (blue; bold weight, upright font), rotating bluff body (red; bold weight, italic font), and shedding suppression (dashes).

IV. DISCUSSION

Similar to prior work on rotating single and paired cylinders and single turbines, the present data suggests that the characterization of the flow around pairs of rotating turbines may be given as a progression through behaviors with increasing tip speed ratio, \( \alpha \), or dynamic solidity, \( \sigma_D \).

For the slowest rotating turbines, \( \alpha = 1 \), \( \sigma_D = 0.50 \), the overall behavior of the flow was largely dominated by blockage effects of the turbine in that there were only relatively minor rotationally induced mean transverse and vertical flows in the immediate vicinity of the turbines, while the wake spectra showed shedding behaviors closely associated with that of a stationary bluff body. It was in this regime of turbine operation (\( \sigma_D \in [0.5, 0.75] \)) that the horizontal (2D cross-sectional) mean velocity flow fields were similar to those associated with porous flat plates with appropriately selected non-uniform porosity. As the porous flat plates are a model designed to capture blockage effects without any rotational effects, they are not able to capture the three-dimensional (vertical plane) mean velocity flow fields, even in this regime of dynamic solidity.

With increasing rotation rate/dynamic solidity, the turbines entered a regime in which the rotationally induced behaviors become increasingly important in comparison to the blockage effects. This was observed not only in the development and strengthening (with increasing \( \alpha \), \( \sigma_D \)) of both transverse and vertical momentum fluxes but also in the transition in wake turbulence from behaviors associated with a stationary cylinder (blockage effect only) to those associated with rotating cylinders (blockage and rotational effects). It was in this regime of behavior (\( \sigma_D \in [0.88, 0.92] \)) that the mean velocity flow fields were similar to those associated with moderately rotating cylinders and both geometries followed the same trends in integral mean momentum fluxes over \( \alpha \), \( \sigma_D \).

Because the purpose of the present work was to evaluate the acceptability of lower-order turbine models for use in experimental and numerical studies of large arrays of turbines, it is worth explicitly commenting that the disagreements which do exist between the patterns of mean flow induced by the cylinders and the turbines operating within this regime were largely confined to regions very near the elements and at lower heights. The flow patterns in regions anticipated to be the most significant for interaction with other elements (i.e., horizontally removed from the element by several element diameters) and for interaction between the flow within and above the array (i.e., near the tops of the elements) were largely in qualitative agreement between the two geometries. It is again emphasized, however, that quantitative magnitude
and exact spatial locations of certain mean flow features may or may not be similar between the two geometries even when operating within similar rotation rate regimes.

For the more rapidly rotating cylinders ($\sigma_D > 0.92$), the mean flow patterns show some deviations from those associated with the turbines. Based on the observed low-frequency shedding in the far downstream of this case, it is proposed that the deviations in mean velocity patterns were associated with the re-development of flow instabilities. There was some evidence in the wake spectra that the fastest rotating turbines may also have been approaching this regime and, with further increases in $\alpha$ (and therefore $\sigma_D$), would have begun to show mean flow behaviors similar to the cylinders at $\alpha = 4$, but this cannot be determined exactly from the present data set.

To summarize, these results suggest that the similarities and differences between the flows around porous flat plates, rotating turbines, and rotating cylinders may be considered to lie on a continuum. In terms of laboratory and numerical experiments, the porous flat plate and actuator disk may (depending on the goals of a particular study) represent reasonable low-order models for very slowly rotating VAWT arrays, while rotating cylinders and actuator swept surfaces may (again, depending on the study goals) represent reasonable low-order models for moderately to rapidly rotating VAWT arrays.

Relating these results back to prior experimental work on arrays of rotating cylinders,7,8 the present work suggests that the overall patterns of the flow and the interactions both between elements and between the within-array and above-array flows would not be fundamentally changed for cylinder arrays and turbine arrays. This assumes appropriate rotation rates of each geometry such that the two geometries were operating in the same regime.

Further work is required in order to extend the present results to more general scenarios. Most importantly, the adequacy of the lower order geometric models at higher Reynolds number and for flow-driven turbines should be evaluated. Additionally, it would be of interest to further examine the dependencies of the observed turbine operational regimes on the solidity of the turbine, as has been done for the single turbine by Araya et al.24 Finally, it would be highly beneficial to test at least a small array of elements of different geometries, in particular, to examine any nonlinear effects between neighboring element pairs.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for further details on the experimental method, including data collection and processing, measurement uncertainties, and determination of the flow region are included in the supplemental materials. Contour plots of the mean Reynolds stress fields are also included here interested readers.
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